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4:4501.10.2020 ~ 28.10.2020
EXCLUSIVE
NEW PARTNERS

MalaysiaMalaysia

OR

Spend a min. of  
in a single receipt to redeem
Privilege Set A.

RM14,480*

BI031

(Any color and size)

NEORON  Dual 
Purpose Blanket 
Cover

®

Privilege Set A

Order must include :

RM1,900 - RM2,040Gifts worth from

BI020W
(Any color and size)

NEORON  Bed
Sheet

®

FREE

UW201
Comfort Long-Sleeve
Undershirt for Women
(Periwinkle , ML size)

UW202
Comfort Long
Underpants for Women
(Periwinkle , ML size)

+ OR

UW211
Comfort Long-Sleeve
Undershirt for Men
(Olive Drab , ML size)

UW212
Comfort Long
Underpants for Men
(Olive Drab , ML size)

+

Spend a min. of  
RM1,800* to receive a FREE

- Black Color, M size
AS016 Wrist Bands

Privilege Set B
Gifts worth RM195

Terms & Conditions

i. Promotion is valid from 01.10.2020 til 28.10.2020 (4:45PM).
ii. Newly-joined partners has to completed his application as a member of Nefful Malaysia 
 within the stipulated period.
iii. Minimum amount stated above refers to member price. Member price refers to the price 
 after 20% off from the catalogue price.
iv. Purchases of sales kit, sales tools and top-up on product exchange will not be taken into 
 consideration for sales accumulation in this promotion.
v. This promotion is not valid in conjunction with other ongoing promotion or Nefful Coupons.
vi. Amendments on orders or combined orders are not allowed after payment is made.

vii. Each new member is limited to redeem maximum 1 set of Privilege Set, and can only redeem Privilege Set A or Privilege Set B.
viii. Specified purchases stated in Privilege Set A in this promotion are not allowed for exchange.
ix. No exchange procedure for free gift will be allowed. Free gifts are strictly while stock last. Nefful Malaysia reserves the rights to 
 change or substitute free gift of similar value if the original gift runs out of stock.
x. In event where ‘Exchange Procedure’ has affected criteria of the promotion, free gift(s) received must be returned to the  
 company.
xi. In the event of cancellation of a membership, all gifts given have to be returned.
xii. Nefful (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (200601007191)(AJL931652) reserves the rights to change the terms and conditions without prior  
 notice.


